Station Surveys – June 2016

STATION

WOODVILLE PARK

CRITERIA

SCORE
(1 to 10)

Appearance and Maintenance
 Paintwork condition
 Graffiti
 Rubbish disposal
 Cleanliness
 Smells
 Signage
Security, Safety and Lighting
 Emergency call phone or button
 Security cameras
 Hidden areas
 Oversight by neighbours
 Underpass
 Pedestrian gates
 Lighting – Approaches
 Lighting – Platform
Car and Bike Parking
 No of Spaces per Mode
 Asphalt or gravel?
 Bike chain-up secure?

Disability Access
 At Approaches
 Ramps to platform
 On platform
Facilities
 Toilets
 Seats
 Food
 Shade and Rain Shelter
 Loudspeakers
 Ticket sale point
Averaged Score

5

COMMENTS
Newish shelters but the steel mesh could use a clean or
repaint. (Photo 4)
Graffiti on the asphalt and station timetable sign
Bins are new style. The station is clean without any smells.
Station signs and timetables are mostly OK but not under
or particularly near the shelter.

No emergency call facilities
Security cameras are not evident. Plenty of oversight by
neighbours. Some partially hidden areas; obscured by
trees and bushes.
5

No pedestrian gates, only the zig-zag fencing.
Lighting is good

5

4

5

Asphalt car parking on both adjacent streets, about 12
spots each on both sides.
No bike lock up facilities. There was one bike chained to a
flimsy wire fence but this was probably a shop customer.
(Photo 8)
Ramp is long but still seemed a touch steep.
No elevated wheelchair areas on the platform. Would
need train driver's assistance to board the train?

Shelter is good, low roof (protects well against the rain).
It has 3 seats per side and can accommodate about 12
people per side.
No toilets or food, unless you can use the nearby café and
its open.
No ticket sales at the station.

4.8

Other Comments:
Good station, mostly good appearance.
Sign for Outer Harbor Greenway pedestrian, cycling track, distances to other destinations (Photo 5)
'Café Latino' just off East platform. Mon-Sat, 7:30am-3pm. Beautifully restored Art Deco cluster of shops.
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Photo 1. One central platform

Photo 2.

Photo 4. Seats on both sides of this structure

Photo 3.

Photo 5.
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Photo 6. There are houses on the both sides of the station, opposite the car park areas.

Photo 7. The only access to the station, there is no pedestrian crossing at the other end of the
platform

Photo 8. Café and shops adjacent station

